PHCC Educational Foundation Scholarship Program
2019 Award Winners

Congratulations to the following 50 students who have been selected to receive $113,000 in scholarships!

❖ Charles F. Hiley Memorial Scholarship of $5,000, Sponsored by the PHCC Educational Foundation
  • Ilai Eteaki from Tustin, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.

❖ PHCC Educational Foundation Sponsored Scholarships at $5,000 Each
  • Jack Lugge from Freeburg, IL is studying Mechanical Engineering at Southern Illinois University.
  • Michael Whelan from Costa Mesa, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.

❖ Jim Finley Memorial Scholarship, Sponsored by Laurie & Daniel Crigler and Steve & Isabella Schaffer
  • William Sexton from San Antonio, TX is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC San Antonio apprentice program.

❖ PHCC Educational Foundation Sponsored Scholarships at $2,500 Each
  • Brandon Betancourt from Diamond Bar, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
  • Brett Forguson from Huntington Beach, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
  • Taylor Noelle Gilbert from Zeeland, MI is studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor.
  • Roberto Sandoval Jr. from Anaheim, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.

❖ PHCC Educational Foundation Sponsored Scholarships at $1,000 Each
  • George Berry from Southold, NY is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at SUNY Delhi.
  • Rebecca Besel from Seminole, FL is studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of Central Florida.
  • Dylan Burch from West Linn, OR is studying Business Management at Sierra Nevada College.
  • Mackenzie Davis from Calgary, BC is studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of British Columbia.
  • Jimmy Guerra from Glendora, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
PHCC Educational Foundation Sponsored Scholarships at $1,000 Each (Continued)

- **Jacob Keil** from Bellevue, IA is studying HVACR installation, service & repair at Northeast Iowa Community College.
- **Jacob W. Heath** from Essex, MA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at North Shore Community College and Essex Technical.
- **Cameron Howard** from SOUTH HAVEN, MN is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at St Cloud Technical College.
- **Chase Hunter Jacobson** from Casselton, ND is studying HVACR installation, service & repair at Northland Community and Technical College.
- **Nathan Nickles** from Sandusky, OH is studying Construction Management at Bowling Green State University.
- **Riley Ristich** from Buena Park, CA is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
- **Ben Thomson** from Riverview, ME is studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of New Brunswick.
- **Jeremy Worland** from Cicero, IN is studying Plumbing installation, service & repair at Mechanical Skills in Indianapolis, Indiana.

A.O. Smith Sponsored Scholarships at $2,500 Each

- **Tyler Hall** from Palmerton, PA is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice Program at Allentown Master Plumbers Association.
- **Susie Kobayashi** from Irvine, CA is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice Program at PHCC-Orange County – San Bernardino.

Charlie Wallace Service Award Scholarships at $2,500 Each, Sponsored by A.O. Smith

- **Kip Kopera** from Saint Paul, MN is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice Program at Saint Paul Community College.
- **Christopher Fitzpatrick** from Billerica, MA is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice Program at Shawsheen Valley Technical Adult Education Program.

State Water Heaters Scholarship at $2,500

- **William J Brubaker** from Bakersfield, CA is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice Program with the PHCC of California Sacramento chapter

Bradford White Corporation Sponsored Scholarships at $2,500 Each

- **Ben Monroe** from Des Moines, IA is a HVAC apprentice enrolled in the PHCC of Iowa - Cedar Rapids apprentice program
- **Christopher Nease** from Fullerton, CA is a plumbing apprentice enrolled in PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
- **Kyle Reidinger** from Mission Viejo, CA is a plumbing apprentice enrolled in PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino apprenticeship program.
Delta Faucet Company Sponsored Scholarships at $2,500 Each

- Harrison Carter from Canton, MA is studying Building and Construction Technology at University of Massachusetts Amherst.
- Lauren Jacoby from Knoxville, TN is studying Business Management at University of Tennessee.
- Joseph Mounga from Fountain Valley, CA is studying Plumbing at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino Apprenticeship Program.
- Logan Prousalis from Wakefield, MA is studying Business Management at Merrimack College.
- Emily Rascher from Inver Grove Heights, MN is studying Mechanical Engineering at University of Minnesota Twin Cities.
- Fred Rodriguez from Anaheim, CA is studying Plumbing at the PHCC of Orange County/San Bernardino Apprenticeship Program.

RIDGID Tool Company Sponsored Scholarships at $1,000 cash + $1,500 in RIDGID Tools Each

- Jack Bauer works for PHCC member Beresford Plumbing-Heating-Cooling and is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice program run by the Cincinnati Master Plumbers Association.
- Josh Holladay works for PHCC member Bea Day Plumbers Inc., and is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice program run by PHCC of Iowa.
- Brandon Johnson works for PHCC member Muller Plumbing And Heating and is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice program run by PHCC of Iowa.
- Jose Torres works for PHCC member Perry Plumbing Heating & Air and is enrolled in the Plumbing Apprentice program run by PHCC of San Diego.

Viega Sponsored Scholarships at $2,500 Each

- Jose Buenaventura from Las Vegas, NV is studying HVACR installation, service & repair at College of Southern Nevada.
- Ethan Hinojosa from Garden City, KS is studying Construction Management at Fort Hays State University.
- Blake Lauren Jackson from Huntington Beach, CA is studying Business Management at Point Loma Nazarene University.
- Matthew Jones from Anamosa, IA is studying plumbing installation, service or repair at the PHCC of Iowa apprenticeship program.

Gerry Kennedy Scholarship Award at $2,500

- Ryan Swindell from Virginia Beach, VA is studying plumbing installation, service & repair at Norfolk Technical Vocational School.

Fran Williams Memorial Scholarship Sponsored by Anne Williams and the McGlame-Wordell Scholarship Committee of Massachusetts at $2,500

- Jacob Matson from Merced, CA is enrolled in the PHCC of Sacramento plumbing apprentice program.
❖ **PHCC of Massachusetts Auxiliary Scholarship at $2,500**
  • Kiley Foley from Pembroke, MA is studying Biomedical Science at the University of New Hampshire.

❖ **PHCC of Texas Auxiliary Scholarship at $2,500**
  • Katelyn Bartley from San Antonio, TX is studying Mechanical Engineering at Colorado State University.

❖ **PHCC Past National Officers Need-Based Scholarships at $2,500**
  • Colby Buntin from Fridley, MN is enrolled in the HVAC program at Minneapolis Community and Technical College.
  • Nicole Gorrell from Cockeysville, MD. She’s studying Industrial & Systems Engineering at NC State.
  • Ethan Lefler from Rapid City, SD is an apprentice working for PHCC member Midwestern Mechanical, Inc. and is enrolled in their in-house Trades Academy.

**THANK YOU TO OUR 2019 SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORS!**
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